Facing the Champion of the West
The Origins of Japan’s Wartime Jewish Policy
During World War II, Japan adopted specific policies for dealing with Jews. This paper addresses the ideological
sources of those Jewish policies, and how those sources influenced state policy in the late 1930s and 1940s. The primary thrust of this paper will analyze first the intellectual reaction to the forged Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion, an infamous portrayal of a totalitarian plan for a Jewish “super-government.” Secondly, this paper will show
how Japan ultimately came to adopt a benevolent policy towards the Jews due to policy makers’ desire to cooperate
and influence an imagined hegemonic Jewry within western business, government, and media, derived largely from
a Protocols worldview.
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the U.S. inscribed: “In Gratitude and Appreciation for Your
Service for the Jewish People.”2 Nazi officials, of course, were
unaware of the pseudonym. Nonetheless, the same man who
had written on the “Jewish Peril” (yudayaka) was also responsible for saving thousands of Jewish lives; these two seemingly divergent lives were actually one life. Inuzuka was not
unique either. Japan’s wartime policies concerning the Jews
carried the same apparent contradictions as Inuzuka’s own
actions and writings. In truth, the contradiction was only apparent; the nature of Japanese anti-Semitism naturally led to
benevolent treatment of the Jews. This distinct character of
Japanese wartime policy had its roots in the unique development of conceptions of the Jews and anti-Semitism in Japan
throughout the first half of the twentieth century.

The Protocols of the Elders of Zion (1934 reprint)
Source: The Patriotic Publishing Co. (Commons Wikimedia)

Firstly, it should be made explicit, as is implied above, that
Japanese anti-Semitism did not originate with Nazism, as
one might intuitively assume. Actually, one “Jewish Expert,”
Koyama Takeo, outright rejected what he termed “handme-down,” European-style anti-Semitism.3 According to
Goodman and Miyazawa, “the role of Nazism was to legitimate and reinforce these ideas, not create them.”4 In short,
Nazism did not simply seep into Japanese policy or culture
from Nazi Germany and the Axis alliance. Individuals like
General Shioden Nabutaka, who looked more favorably on
Nazism, were the exception rather than the rule among Japanese “Jewish experts.”5 Japanese anti-Semitism was rooted in
trends and events decades before Nazism arose in Germany.6

n 1940, the Nazi ambassador in Japan, Eugen Ott, wrote
to the foreign office of Berlin, praising the popularity of
anti-Semitic texts in Japan, such as The Jewish Problem
and Japan. This book was written by a Kiyo Utsonomiya,
who had been writing anti-Semitic literature throughout the
1930s. However, Kiyo was, in fact, only the pseudonym of
Naval Captain Inuzuka Koreshige, who, during the 1930s
and early 1940s, was instrumental in the settlement of Jewish refugees in occupied Shanghai.1 For these actions, he was
given a cigarette case from the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of

When anti-Semitism did arise in Japan in the early twentieth century, Japan had a very small Jewish population.7 At
the turn of the century, Japan did not distinguish between
its Jewish residents and other foreigners, being “totally unaware of their separate faith and identity.”8 According to Pamela Shatzkes, “Until the mid-1930s, the attitude towards
the tiny Jewish community in Japan can be described as one
of tolerance or indifference founded on ignorance.”9 Due to
this limited conception of the Jewish people, when Japan was
introduced in full to anti-Semitism in the 1910s, the connec-
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tion between actual Jews and the abstract “Jewish Peril” was
not as developed as it had been in European countries with
sizeable Jewish populations. In other words, Japanese antiSemitism was based more around a fear of an abstract “Jewish institution” poised to gain global domination than it was
around actual Jewish people.10
EARLY CONCEPTIONS OF JEWS IN JAPAN
The first Jews to settle in Japan came to Yokohama after the
opening of Japan to the West in the 1850s. By 1895, this community had grown to around 50 families. Nagasaki also developed a Jewish community, which, during the 1880s, grew
to about 100 families, although Yokohama remained the
most active Jewish community. A third Jewish community
came into being in Kobe as well. By 1905, the Nagasaki community had disintegrated, and, after the 1923 earthquake, the
Yokohama Jews migrated to Kobe, which would become the
central city for Jewish refugee life during World War II.11
Anti-Semitic portrayals of Jews entered into Japan as early as
the 1880s with the translation by Inoue Tsutomu in 1883 of
Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice.12 The play itself is most
famous for its Jewish moneylender character, Shylock. However, unlike many European portrayals of Shylock, in Japan,
Shylock was not in any way a sympathetic character. Interestingly, the Japanese portrayal of Shylock was influenced more
by Japanese archetypes than by Jewish ones. The character,
named Gohei in an early version, was modeled off of a traditional miser character from Kabuki tradition.13 As Goodman
and Miyazawa write, “Japanese attitudes toward Jews are
thus deeply rooted in the modern, as well as the traditional,
Japanese cultural experience.”14
Other evidence of Japanese interaction with European antiSemitism prior to the Siberian Expedition of 1918 can be
found as well.15 An article in 1882 notes the “Russian persecution of Jews,” and in 1899, another article describes
“anti-Semitic racial ideology” when describing the events
of the Dreyfus Affair in France.16 Anti-Semitism was likely
first printed as a noun by Kemuyama Sentaro in “Antisemitism and Zionism,” in which he views Judaism and Zionism
favorably.17 A 1916 article by Terada Shira exaggerated the
political influence of the Jews in an article titled “Are the
Jews poised to take over the World?”18 In a similar vein, Dr.
Shibata Hisao warns to “beware of the invisible empire,” and
notes the enormous economic and political influence of the
Jews, though he also notes that the Jews are “the superior
race,” praises them, and sees them as possibly transforming
totalitarian Russia into “a liberal society.”19 This intellectual
discourse prior to the Protocols’ introduction demonstrates
that the skeleton of thought supporting Japanese anti-Semitism, particularly the view of Jews as global hegemons, was
apparently already in place.20
THE PROTOCOLS IN JAPAN
In summary, the Protocols depict a series of 24 sections of
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text from “the meetings of the learned Elders of Zion.”21 The
Protocols assert that, by manipulating public opinion through
control of the press, creating discord through the promotion
of liberalism, and controlling the globe’s financial institutions, the Jews would come to take over the world’s nations
and establish a “Super-Government.”22 Ultimately, though
liberalism would be “inculcated,” the Jewish state would create a totalitarian system, which the Gentiles, referred to as
goyim, would accept as they would be weary and take refuge
in the Jewish despotism.23
Indisputably, the Protocols were the vehicle through which
anti-Semitism was introduced to Japan on a significant scale
and popularized among a group of intellectuals. The Protocols were written by Russian secret police agents in France
between 1903 and 1907.24 Thereafter, they were widely distributed and published after the Russian Revolution, becoming the “hymn book of CSA [“Conspiracy and Scapegoating
Anti-Semitism”] in the world since the twentieth century.”25
The Protocols entered into Japan through the Siberian Intervention in Russia, where it was dispersed through the ranks
of the White Army forces alongside whom Japan fought.26
The Protocols were picked up by Russian specialists in the
army, such as Higuchi Tsuyanosuke, Yasue Norihiro, and the
aforementioned General Shioden. Even by the beginning of
the 1920s, translations from military men, academics, and
even a Shinto priest had proliferated in Japan. By 1921, presentations were being given on yudayaka and publications
proliferated. In the same period, Yasue was designated as a
“Jewish expert.”27
There are two primary reasons for the spread of this conspiratorial ideology in Japan during the 1920s. Firstly, the Protocols, popularized as they were during the Russian Revolution
and Civil War, were inherently linked to Bolshevism and, by
extension, left-wing ideology. Certainly, much of Japanese
anti-Semitism in the 1920s was influenced by a fear of the
“Red Jew.”28 For example, in The Roots of Red Ideology, journalist Ariga Seika writes “The ideological core of communist ideology is the monotheism of the Jewish race.”29 Ariga
sees Judaism and Communism as inseparable. Likewise, in
a round-table discussion on the “Jewish problem” in 1929,
Mitsukawa Kametaro refers to the “Jewish communist conspiracy” that has taken root among “Jewish Perilists,” noting
the Justice Ministry’s belief in a “Jewish plot to communize
the world.”30 Brian Victoria also notes that the Protocols were
used to counter Marxist dissent in Japan.31 Shillony goes as
far as to write that “Japanese anti-Semitism was thus, at first,
part of the anti-communist campaign.”32
A second reason is that a more general socioeconomic and
political distress, related to the growth of nationalism as well
as the rise of social movements, made Japan a suitable breeding ground for “Conspiracy and Scapegoating Anti-Semitism.” Because the Japanese had little direct contact with Jews,
they were easy to blame.33 As economic conditions worsened
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themselves. This conflation would have a profound impact
on Japan’s wartime policy concerning the Jews.
THE PROTOCOLS AND JEWISH POLICY
After 1936, the intellectual anti-Semitism that had proliferated in the 1920s manifested itself in actual actions taken by
the government.40 The government fired notable Jewish academics, sponsored anti-Semitic literature through “government-supported channels” such as KSG and Studies on the
Jews,41 and began to censor and punish criticism of anti-Semitism.42 The primary reason for these policies was an attempt
to appease Japan’s new Nazi ally, a partnership beginning in
1936 with the Anti-Comintern Pact. However, while Japan
adopted some of Germany’s anti-Semitic domestic practices,
it decided to “ignore consciously and discard” certain aspects
of Nazism, as evidenced by Mein Kampf’s lack of full translation until 1942.43 Moreover, Japan’s Jewish policies, at least
prior to Pearl Harbor, were generally benevolent and did not
lead to persecution.

Koreshige Inuzuka, head of the Japanese Imperial Navy’s
Advisory Bureau on Jewish Affairs
Source: Testimony of Showa History Vol. 3(Commons
Wikimedia)
in the 1920s, nationalists saw “a convenient and logical explanation” in the Protocols conspiracy.34 Concurrent countercultural and progressive social movements, such as feminist
and labor movements, could also be connected to the Jewish
conspiracy to undermine national values.35
The spread of Japanese anti-Semitism in the 1920s should be
seen as a broader ideological movement as well.36 Shillony’s
generalization of anti-Semitism as a component of anti-communism ignores the fact that anti-Semitism was actually a
larger ideological attack on Western values. To Japanese nationalist intellectuals, “Jewish ideology” encompassed liberalism, democracy, materialism, and individualism as well as
socialism. These values were inherently contrary to Japan’s
spiritual path, which was centered on national defense and
collective social harmony.37 In fact, one anti-Semitic work,
The Jewish Plot and the anti-Japanese Problem, focuses almost entirely on the threat of the West.38 Another example of
such conflation can be seen in Soebe Ichinoske’s Poison of the
World, where he writes “excessive individualism, early sexual activity, non-arranged marriages and spiritual rupture”
are all consequences of the attempt to “Judaize the world.”39
Judeophobia and anti-Westernism were inherently linked
in the minds of Japanese anti-Semites, and increasingly became one and the same. Ultimately, Japanese anti-Semitism
was not merely a manifestation of the Protocols conspiracy,
which asserted that the Jews would inculcate and pretend to
support liberal values in order to destabilize society. Rather,
in the Japanese case, the Jews came to represent those values

These policies are inherently linked to the influence of the
Protocols conspiracy on the Japanese understanding of the
Jews. Most importantly, Japan’s treatment of the Jews became a notable aspect of its public relations with the West.
In short, Japanese officials hoped that benevolent treatment
of the Jews would enhance its image abroad and counter the
decline in relations with the United States. Because the Protocols depicted a world where Jews controlled Western media,
Japan tried to portray a positive image to them so that they,
through their dominant influence, could help to ameliorate
US-Japanese relations in particular. Therefore, Japan could
not openly persecute Jews for fear of the response from an
international media run by Jews.44 Sakamoto asserts that
“Ultimately, Japan became involved in helping the Jews out
of a sense of isolation.”45 In other words, Japan responded
to its political isolation from the United States by hoping
to gain the support of American Jewry. Japan believed that
American Jews had the loyalty of Roosevelt and could indirectly influence US foreign policy. Good treatment of the
Jews, therefore, could lead to positive changes in US foreign
policy.46
Ironic policy decisions resulted from this skewed worldview. As US relations worsened leading up to Pearl Harbor, Japan increasingly supported a pro-Jewish policy.47 In
fact, the good treatment of the Jews by Japan was personally
and deliberately conveyed to Jewish leaders throughout the
world.48 Moreover, Japan had a particularly and unusually
lenient policy concerning Jewish immigration. Japan had
expected refugees to find easier paths to Western countries,
and Japanese officials were shocked to suddenly be harboring as many refugees as they did.49 In December 1938, during the Five Ministers Conference, Japan formulated for the
first time a succinct Jewish policy, which would last until the
end of 1941. The policy ultimately stated that Jews were to be
treated like any other foreigners. The Conference declared
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explicitly that, although the Jews could not be embraced
due to Japan’s allies, Japan could not reject them either, out
of its “desire not to alienate America.”50 As late as 1940, an
official wrote “If Jewish leaders in America… should be inclined to become pro-Japanese, the American public opinion
would obviously change in one night.”51 By the end of 1938,
Japan’s policy wished to avoid “alienating American interests
which it hoped to cultivate.”52 According to Foreign Minister
Hachiro Arita, Japan ought to avoid the international tension
created by Germany’s treatment of its Jews, and, instead, promote better US relations.53
In addition to their focus on their image abroad, Japanese officials and “Jewish experts” in Manchuria and China believed
a benevolent policy towards Jews would result in the importation of US capital. Japanese officials believed that Jewish
capitalists abroad in the United States would react favorably
to Japan’s good treatment of Jewish refugees and residents
and, in gratitude, aid in the development in Manchukuo.54
Japan sought to attract US capital to Japan to aid in the creation of the New Order in Asia.55 The “Manchurian Faction”
took the lead in this policy of importing US capital. In fact,
along with the desire not to alienate the US, the Five Ministers Conference also stated the “need for foreign capital” as
being “particularly” important in the Jewish policy that was
adopted.56

“Jewish experts” such as Inuzuka lost influence, along with
their Protocols conspiracy-based ideology, which ultimately
promoted benevolent Jewish relations, Nazi influence took
its place in large part.59 In the words of German consul Fritz
Wiedemann, “We were under orders to instruct the Japanese
authorities about the racial policies of Germany… the internment of Jews in the Shanghai ghetto has been instigated
by German authorities.”60 Therefore, if Japanese policy could
ever be described as “aping” Germany, it would be after 1941.
Moreover, it is apparent that these policy shifts were not exclusively, or even largely, in the direction that Japan’s Jewish
policy naturally took, exported as they were from Germany
rather than being grown from existing Japanese ideas.
Japan continued to resist the extremes of Nazi policy. The
German plan to exterminate the Shanghai Jews was not carried out by any means.61 Additionally, scholars often emphasize the relative leniency of ghetto regulations.62 The maintenance of a somewhat benevolent policy must be explained
in large part by a continuance of Protocols ideology. From a
public relations standpoint, Japan did not want “propaganda
that we are oppressing and driving away Caucasians.”63 Japan clearly overestimated the United States’ commitment to
Jewish well-being. Likewise, the aforementioned policy explanation given in 1942 notes that a “rejection of the Jewish
people… will also be bound to be utilized as counter-propaganda by England and the United States.”64

“Japanese anti-Semitism was based more around a fear of an
abstract ‘Jewish institution’ poised to gain global domination
than it was around actual Jewish people.”
In assessing the 1938 Conference later in 1942, Japanese policy makers noted “The purport of this policy plan was to treat
the Jewish people well, and thereby promote introduction of
foreign capital and avert aggression of relationship with England and the United States.”57 This remark perfectly sums up
the aim of the 1938 policy which was influenced so greatly
by the Protocols conspiracy of the Jewish control of the West.
After the outbreak of the Pacific War, however, the document
notes that these aims had become obsolete. Certainly, Japanese policy after Pearl Harbor changed. For example, Jews in
Japan were ordered out of ports and into the interior, synagogues on mainland Asia were closed, Inuzuka was retired,
and surveillance was increased. This trend culminated in the
formation of the Hongkew Ghetto in Shanghai in February
1943.58
To place these changes in context, two points should be understood. First, the influence of Nazi Germany on Japan’s
Jewish policies increased after 1941. Japanese policy had, in
part, come under the purview of Nazi Germany. Once the
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COOPERATION IDEOLOGY
One other factor that influenced Japanese policy, also largely through the Protocols, was what I will term “cooperation
ideology,” namely, that belief that cooperation with wealthy,
powerful Jews would bring Japan practical benefits. However,
the early conception of a cooperation ideology predates the
Protocols. The precedent was Jacob Schiff. During the RussoJapanese War, Schiff helped to float about 200 million dollars in loans to Japan. For his assistance, Schiff was the first
foreigner awarded the Order of the Rising Sun, and “became
a symbol in Japanese eyes of the rich American Jew.”65 Reference to Schiff in relation to Jewish power, and Japan’s ability
to take advantage of it, was frequently noted. Nakada Juji,
for instance, notes the Jews as the world’s “financial leaders”
and describes the benefits from working with people of such
wealth as well as noting the need to repay Schiff ’s support.66
Koyama also noted the gratitude for Schiff as a reason to befriend the Jews, along with the pragmatic benefits resulting
from allying with the powerful Jewish economic influence in
China.67
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stance on racial equality.75 Shatzkes writes “as the self-declared champion of racial equality after World War I, Japan
could not openly embrace an ideology which sanctioned
persecution of an ethnic group.”76 In fact, as has been shown,
the racism of anti-Semitism was explicitly criticized by Japanese intellectuals, such as Yoshino, who refers to the Japanese
Siberian soldiers as the “virus carriers” of anti-Semitism.77
By the mid-1930s, Manchukuo had been described as a state
of “racial equality” (minzoku byodo). In this way, a failure to
accept Jewish refugees pouring out of the Soviet Union from
Eastern Europe would belie the slogans.78 Officials also frequently used the rhetoric of racial equality. In 1939, Foreign
Minister Arita stated that “Jews will receive no discrimination.”79 More explicitly, the Foreign Ministry’s reply to Nazi
efforts to expel Jewish musicians from Japanese institutes
noted “Our government cannot do anything that might be
interpreted as supporting racial discrimination or taking a
position against the Jews.”80

Japanese diplomat Sugihara Chiune, known as “Japanese
Oskar Schindler”
Source: Government of Japan (Wikimedia Commons)
This cooperation ideology became a focal point in Japanese
policy in the late 1930s. Its foremost proponents were military leaders, especially Kwantung officers. In 1933, the Kwantung police chief reported that while the Jews were enemies,
Japan could benefit from them.68 Ultimately, the Kwantung
position stressed the need for foreign capital to develop Manchuria, a need that the Jews could help fill.69 This position
became formalized in the Five Ministers Conference, which
outlined the “exceptions” to the clause that “no special effort”
would be made in regards to Jewish immigration: “However,
exceptions may be made for businessmen and technicians
with utility value for Japan.”70 Inuzuka and Yasue were the
prime proponents of this exception.71
Even after 1941, this cooperation ideology remained influential. Japanese authorities emphasized that Jews “who are
or will be made use of ” should be treated as friends, while
others should be strictly surveilled.72 Kapner and Levine also
write that the reluctance of the Japanese to persecute the
Jews may, in part, be explained by “hopes of access to Jewish
capital.”73 Kranzler also sees cooperation ideology as a key
component of the difference between Japanese and European
anti-Semitism, a difference that he believes resulted from a
lack of a history of religious conflict.74
RACIAL EQUALITY
One final, controversial aspect of the origin of Japan’s wartime Jewish policies remains to be analyzed: Japan’s official

This excerpt brings to light a key question concerning Japanese sentiments: was there a genuine belief in not being racist against Jews that became policy, or did the policy arise out
of fear that Japan would be considered racist and hypocritical
abroad? Certainly the former quote and others suggest that
racial equality was mere rhetoric used to avoid the criticism
of Western nations. As was quoted in part previously: “while
supporting eight corners under one roof [hakko ichiu] and racial equality on the surface. We do not want propaganda that
we are oppressing and driving away Caucasians.”81 Likewise,
the 1942 Policy Explanation, also previously quoted, notes
that “an overall rejection of the Jewish people will not only
be contrary to our own policy of world unification, but will
also be bound to be utilized as counter-propaganda.”82 Sakamoto ultimately asserts that Japanese policy makers were not
concerned with their rhetoric in their actual actions, noting
the lack of moral discussion in diplomatic cables.83 While it is
hard to read the minds of these policy makers, it is undebatable that the perceptions of the West’s beliefs regarding antiSemitism were key in the implementation of a pro-Jewish
policy. That being said, it should still be emphasized is that
24,000 people nonetheless were saved from the Holocaust by
an Axis ally at a time when Western nations proved reluctant
to accept refugees.84
Perhaps the most unique and profound aspect of Japanese
anti-Semitism and Japan’s Jewish policy and rhetoric during
the war was not the identification of the Jews as the enemy
of the West, undermining the values of Western Civilization
and threatening the nations that embodied that culture; rather, to the Japanese, the Jews were the representatives of the
West. In 1943, retired General Nakaoka Yasutaka wrote “The
Jews, detestable as they are, possess a strong spirit… Only
Japan, which has a strong spirit of her own… can confront
them in battle. In the present war, the champion of the East
and the champion of the West are pitted against each other.”85 The Jews were the West, and, by extension, the “Jewish
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Peril” was a concentrated form of the anti-Westernism that
had been present in Japan since the early 1800s, although it
was heightened yet further in the 1930s and 1940s. In this
way, the critiques of racism that were so prevalent among
Japanese intellectuals could be countered because Japanese
anti-Semitism could not be compared with European antiSemitism because it was implicitly anti-Western in and of
itself. In other words, Jews became the personification of the
Western values that Japan saw as threatening the foundations
of the nation.86 Inuzuka was therefore an anti-Semite and a
Jewish hero because his anti-Semitism was so abstracted by
the unique development of ideology in Japan. The Protocols
conspiracy coalesced with reactionary Japanese values to
produce a Jewish race that was both fundamentally a threat
and a tool, for both Japanese economic goals and public relations.

A Jewish girl and her Chinese friends in the Shanghai
Ghetto during WWII
Source: Shanghai Jewish Refugees Museum
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